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            FOX Sports South goes one on one with Atlanta Hawks President of Basketball Operations and 

GM Danny Ferry, Head Coach Larry Drew, star forward/center Al Horford and newcomers Devin Harris, 

John Jenkins, Kyle Korver, and Louis Williams, in DRIVEN: Danny Ferry and The New Look Hawks, 

premiering this Friday, October 5 at 10:30 p.m. ET on FOX Sports South with encore air times 

throughout the month of October on FOX Sports South and SportSouth.  The in depth season preview, 

hosted by Hawks broadcaster Bob Rathbun, explores the major moves Ferry has made and hears the 

new GM talk firsthand about his strategies for building the new look Hawks team.     

  

Hawks LIVE reporter Jerome Jurenovich goes one on one with Coach Drew, who says the Hawks 

will play a much more up-tempo style offense while still playing tough defense, and Hawks LIVE analyst 

Mike “Stinger” Glenn and host Andre Aldridge weigh in with an in depth analysis of the 2012 Hawks 

team.   

  

Excerpts from DRIVEN: Danny Ferry and the New Look Hawks:  

  
•         Danny Ferry: “I want to build something the right away. I want to build with people who are 

talented, hardworking and build from the inside out. We’re in a situation now from a roster 

standpoint, from a salary cap standpoint in this new CBA, where we can be opportunistic … I 

think the possibilities for this organization are great going forward.”  



•         Larry Drew: “This time of the year, it’s always exciting. [The season] is right around the corner, 

you can start to feel the energy, the intensity… with all the changes and the new faces that we 

have, guys are coming into a system that they’re not very familiar with right now and it will be a 

challenge getting these guys familiar with what we do, and I’m excited to see how things will 

go.” 
•         Al Horford:  “I think for us, we’re going to have to do it more collectively as a team. With some 

of the new guys … we’re going to have to rally and do it together … we’re excited for what lies 

ahead. We know that this is a time for us to mesh as a team and get ready for the season.” 
  

DRIVEN, a new series of original programming produced by FOX Sports South and presented by 

Cadillac, tells viewers inspiring stories of success, taking a deeper look at those individuals and 

organizations with the innate drive to rise up and set unprecedented paths.   Upcoming episodes include 

the stories of Chipper Jones and Hendrick Motor Sports.  

  

 The FOX Sports regional networks serving the Southeast – FOX Sports South, FOX Sports 

Carolinas, FOX Sports Tennessee and SportSouth – collectively reach more than 12.9 million cable and 

satellite households in seven states across the Southeast.  They are the television home of the Atlanta 

Braves, Atlanta Hawks, Carolina Hurricanes, Charlotte Bobcats, Memphis Grizzlies, Nashville Predators, 

New Orleans Hornets, Indiana Pacers, as well as the Atlantic Coast Conference, Conference USA, 

Southeastern Conference, and Big 12 Conference, and offer expanded coverage of the University of 

Kentucky, University of South Carolina and University of Tennessee.  Combined, the four networks 

produce more than 800 live local events each year.  For more information, please visit 

FOXSportsSouth.com, FOXSportsCarolinas.com and FOXSportsTennessee.com.   

  

 


